Business & Professional Services
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MAKE MORE OF YOUR
O R G A N I Z AT I O N ’ S P O T E N T I A L .
Our Business & Professional Services (BPS) are designed to
boost efficiency, productivity, and profitability for all types
of organizations. They can be customized to suit worker
populations of any size across a wide variety of professional,
technical, and administrative functions, on both project and
longer-term basis. By supporting your team with agile talent
retention and project management strategies, BPS helps
accelerate your business growth potential.
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THE KELLYOCG
BPS ADVANTAGE
KellyOCG is already a proven leader in the workforce
solutions space with more than 70 years of unrivaled
talent expertise, enhancing our ability to deliver
business agility and growth potential across the
professional, technical, and administrative domains.
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W E K N O W TA L E N T.
Our rich industry maturity empowers us not only with an unrivaled level of
talent expertise, but also with the supplier and talent pool connections you
need to access top labor across the globe.

WE KNOW YOUR BUSINESS.
Whether handling a core competency or a non-core function, we’ll serve
as a collaborative, and transparent partner, designing a custom program
for your unique requirements. Our team is highly experienced in on-site
management and integration with any client systems, equipment, and
processes and will ensure a focus on continuous improvement as your
consultative partner.

W E M A K E I T E A S Y, W H I L E A D D I N G V A L U E .
KellyOCG has the ability to source professionals for any need or level
of experience—from entry level to Ph.D. Our certified implementation
managers apply industry-leading change management and risk mitigation
methodologies to minimize business disruption for even the most complex
global implementations.
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We leverage our experience in optimizing business process effectiveness for noncore, but essential functions in support of your overall strategic objectives. Our ability
to innovate in our space empowers your ability to compete and win in yours.

INCREASE
IMPROVE
MAXIMIZE
MINIMIZE
OVERCOME
SCALABILITY AND FLEXIBILITY

PROCESSES, INFRASTRUCTURE, AND SERVICE QUALITY

P R O D U C T I V I T Y, R E L I A B I L I T Y, A N D S A F E T Y

LIABILITY AND RISK EXPOSURE

TA L E N T S H O R TA G E S A N D M E E T G L O B A L D E M A N D
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LAB MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS
Highly skilled, specialized talent is absolutely crucial to successful outcomes and your
ability to compete and win. There is no room for error, and any delays will impact the
bottom line results. With a strong balance of safety and innovation, KellyOCG will work
with your organization to augment process efficiencies, stabilize work outcomes, and
optimize business results. Whether you are expanding your scientific workforce to meet
the needs of a specific project, or seeking a partner that can acquire and retain an
entire team of scientists for new and ongoing lab operations, we have the indispensable
expertise to help you achieve your business outcomes, whatever they may be.
KellyOCG can help your organization deliver on your goals across
multiple functional areas, including:
FACILITY VALIDATION SUPPORT

LABORATORY MANAGEMENT

TESTING SERVICES

•

Environmental
Monitoring

•

Solution & Sample
Preparation

•

Analytical Testing

•

•

Equipment Calibration
& Validation

•

 lassware & Supply
G
Management

 aw Materials &
R
Finished Product
Testing

•

Cleaning & Process
Validation

•

Autoclave Sterilization

•

Sterility Testing

•

Stability-indicating

Chemical Maintenance
& Storage

•

•

Non-sterile Product
Testing

•

Formulation Evaluation
Testing

Method
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ENGINEERING SUPPORT SOLUTIONS
With the cyclical nature of projects and the recruiting challenge created by a continually
widening talent gap, it doesn’t always make budgetary or operational sense to hire
additional full-time engineering employees. Your organization may choose to bring
on temporary workers for the life-cycle of a project, but then risk stretching in-house
supervisory capacity too thin. KellyOCG provides a high-quality technical work product—
managed and delivered by highly qualified and experienced experts in the field—rather
than just extra hands. We work closely with our clients’ engineering teams, forming a
collaborative, integral relationship that promotes communication and high performance
throughout the engagement. Our turnkey solutions empower your management team
to achieve greater scalability and efficiency, and to focus on making an impact on the
organization’s strategic goals.
We offer outsourcing solutions for a variety of engineering functions, including:
PRODUCT ENGINEERING

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

PLANT ENGINEERING

•

CAD Drafting and
ETO/DTO

•

Process Documentation

•

Project Management

•

Process Validation

•

Integration Support

•

Product Sustenance

•

Quality Engineering

•

•

Product Testing
and V&V

•

 pace Planning and
S
Facilities Drafting

Automation and
Controls

•

Launch Support

•

Technical Writing
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A D M I N I S T R AT I V E S O L U T I O N S
In order to remain competitive in a constantly shifting landscape, organizations across
the globe are focusing on streamlining headcount, maximizing efficiency, and cutting
costs—and they’re seeking new adaptive and innovative workforce strategies to make
that happen. Whether you require end-to-end administrative management or assistance
with a specific process, KellyOCG’s administrative solutions take on tasks that can
prevent core team members from focusing on strategic priorities. We have more than
two decades of experience in providing outsourced administrative support to some of
the world’s leading organizations, and we know what it takes to deliver business and
professional support that achieves results.
Our administrative outsourcing expertise spans:
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•

Mailroom Operations and Reprographics

•

Administrative Support and Teams (Virtual/On-Site)

•

Procurement/AP Support (Procure to Pay)

•

AR Support (Order to Cash)

•

Master Data, Entry, and Reporting Management

KELLYOCG BUSINESS & PROFESSIONAL SERVICES SOLUTION

C O N TA C T C E N T E R S O L U T I O N S
Your organization could hire the best call center and help desk agents in the world,
but without the right management structure and processes in place, your internal
and external credibility can still suffer. The right people, processes, and technology
are critical to the success of the program, as is its ability to be highly scalable and
continually flexible. And that’s where KellyConnect comes into play.
From traditional brick-and-mortar models, to hub-and-spoke or virtual models,
KellyConnect supports just about any call center structure with extraordinary potential
for flexibility and customization. We fill in the gaps with whichever services and
solutions best fit your needs while utilizing your internal assets and capabilities.
KellyConnect is leading the industry in new and innovative home-based agent models
that make it not only possible but beneficial to incorporate some remote workforce
elements. Our capabilities enable instant scalability, as well as significant efficiencies in
cost and timing. Our Instaflex™ methodology leverages a remote, on-demand talent
pool of trained agents in a dispersed workforce environment to provide increased
or decreased staffing depending on daily, seasonal, or unexpected volume trends.
Instaflex™ allows the ability to ‘flex’ on a real-time basis during periods of predictable
or planned spikes in demand, as well as in reaction to unforeseen events.
KellyConnect is KellyOCG’s agile and customizable contact center solution. Our focus
on quality, and consistently delivering the right results for our clients distinguishes us
from the market’s vast array of large and small contact center providers. We design
business processes around your culture and program goals, as well as our own
benchmarks and best practices, and work to create positive impact through a better
understanding of your organization, operating needs, and customer base.
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M A N U FA C T U R I N G A N D L O G I S T I C S S O L U T I O N S
Companies are constantly challenged to do more with less, increasing productivity,
improving quality, decreasing costs, and reducing turnover. In warehousing and
manufacturing environments, stabilizing and optimizing your operation is critical to
best-in-class performance, customer service, and your bottom line.
With a strong background in manufacturing and workforce management, our
comprehensive solutions incorporate lean thinking, operational expertise, and top talent
from a single provider. We enable you to maintain focus on what’s most important to you.
As an on-site partner, we uphold the integrity of your operation, streamlining the
transition and allowing you to retain the control you require.
Our Manufacturing and Logistics Solutions include:
MANUFACTURING AND ASSEMBLY

•

Assembly and Packaging Support

•

MRO Services

•

Equipment Calibration and Maintenance

•

QA/QC Inspections

•

Pilot Plant Support

WAREHOUSE, DISTRIBUTION, AND LOGISTICS
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•

Shipping Fulfillment and Receiving

•

Building, Repackaging and Relabeling

•

Scheduling, Pick/Pack and Quality Control

•

Inventory Control/Tracking and Line Replenishment

KELLYOCG BUSINESS & PROFESSIONAL SERVICES SOLUTION

FIELD SERVICES
From product upgrades and preventative maintenance, to worn parts replacements
and audits, no two field service challenges are ever alike. Each challenge is different.
Only a customized solution will meet these needs and deliver on all your expectations.
KellyOCG experts approach every field project with the understanding that it is unique—
no assumptions, and no rigid rules. From there, they’ll collaborate with you to develop a
tailored solution for on-time, on-budget completion.
Our Field Service Solutions focus on:
•

Project Management

•

Installation, Repair, and Remediation

•

Technical Sales and Training

•

Compliance Audits
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A CU STOMI ZED APPRO ACH T O ELEVAT ING VALUE.
The market continues to evolve, and organizations of all sizes and structures
are combating both complex economic conditions and ever-changing
consumer expectations. As the pressure and competition intensify, successful
organizations are depending on the proficiency of an agile and adaptive
industry partner to maximize their efforts and ultimately deliver value.
KellyOCG partners with clients in the architecture and implementation of
solutions that put them in a position to meet their operational obligations. For
more than two decades, KellyOCG has successfully managed critical talent
and business processes for clients across the globe, maintaining a strong
commitment to operational excellence, innovation, and world-class customer
service. Our customized solutions allow you to create sustainable value through
focus and innovation, overcome organizational challenges, and deliver ultimate
value to shareholders.
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KellyOCG®, the Outsourcing and Consulting Group of workforce
solutions provider Kelly® Services, Inc. KellyOCG is a global
leader in innovative talent management solutions.
Additional information about KellyOCG and our Business Process
Services can be found at kellyocg.com.

kellyocg.com
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